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Chapter 9  

3. The complex sentence 
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The dependent clauses are of three types: 

1. Adverbial clause (adjuncts) 

2. Adjectival clauses (post-modifiers) 

3. Interrogative clauses (Nominal) 

1. Adverbial Clauses 

 

 
 

 
2. Adjectival Clauses 

-Tells what kind or which one. It modifies nouns. The description of nouns will be 

complex i.e. consists of whole clause (sub. + subject + predicate) 

- Start with (when, which, who, whom, whose, that, where, etc.)  

 

.oy itI can enjwhen days ex. The sun shines on  

.son was the criminal whoseThe police questioned the man  
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.are made of ricethat cookies We ate  

.was AliciaI saw in the park  who/whom/thatThe girl  

.was very boring we saw last night which/thatThe movie  

 

Q. Join the following sentence using the second part as an adjectival clause. 

They helped the woman. She got hurt. 

.got hurtwho They helped the woman  

 

Notice: Students should notice the concord between the nouns modified and the 

verb of the dependent clause. In the above example, the nouns (cookies) is plural, 

so we use (are) in the adjectival clause. 

Notice: The noun which is modified by the adverbial clauses can be any part in the 

sentence. It can function as a subject, object, subject complement, object 

complement, prepositional complement…etc.  

 

Notice: Some subordinator (especially wh- words) are used in different complex 

sentence types, (Adjectival/ Adverbial and Nominal clauses). Students then might  

find some hints to avoid confusing and knowing what the exact type is: 

 

… Noun + Sub. …. (Adjectival clause).  

The book, when it was finally returned, was torn and stained.  

The building where he lives is very old. 
…Verb + sub… (Nominal or Averbial).  

Sub…,+… (Adverbial Clause).  

When the sun rose, I was sleeping.  

Sub…+ Verb… (Nominal Clause).  

Where the plane is crashed was still unknown. 

See your book examples, and try to find more examples. 
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3. Nomoinal Clauses 

It includes interrogative clauses which start with wh-question word. 

In addition, it includes whoever, whatever, whomever, whether, that clause: 

 
4. The Compound-Complex Sentence 

 
 

How to punctuate a compound –complex sentence? 

 

1. When you start it with a complex sentence placing the main part at the 

beginning of a complex sentence, you need only to follow the rules of adding 

comma and a semicolon with a compound sentence. 
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I had to go to work  ,however ;I graduated from college afterI wanted to travel  -

immediately.  

o work I had to go t but ,I graduated from college afterI wanted to travel  -

immediately.  

 

 

2. When you start it with a complex sentence placing the main part at the 

beginning of a complex sentence, you need to follow the rules of adding comma 

with a complex sentence and a comma and semicolon with a compound sentence. 

 

I had to go to work  ,however ;I graduated from college afterI wanted to travel  -

immediately.  

I had to go to work  ,however ;I wanted to travel ,I graduated from college fterA -

immediately.  

o go to work I had t but ,I wanted to travel ,I graduated from college fterA -

immediately.  

 


